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TYPICAL COMPONENTS OF A WATER LEAKING AGED SWIMMING POOL

- Membrane Waterproofing
- Protection Cement Mortar cum Tile Bed
- Swimming Pool Tiles

Cracks in concrete
COMMON RECTIFICATION METHODS

1. Total Repair
Remove existing tiles, protection cement mortar and membrane waterproofing, replace the membrane waterproofing then reinstate the protection cement mortar and tiles.

2. Grouting structure below swimming pool
Grout either PU, epoxy grout from below the pool to seal the cracks and stop the leaks. But the leaking can stop 3 ~ 6 months only, and the leak comes back again.
Without removing existing structure or tiles, we can make repairs with our advanced technology, which has been already tested and proven in market.

Most of aged/old swimming pool has common defect of water leaking as follows.

A. Water leaking from swimming pool trench
B. Water leaking from balancing tank
C. Water leaking from main swimming pool

We can repair all these defects by using our FRP coating, or by structure pressure grouting. We provide 10 years warranty.
We can repair leaking swimming pool trench any of structures, including tiles. 3 layer coat of FRP waterproofing can be applied directly on top of any existing structures.
OLD SWIMMING POOL REPAIR BY FRP

- We can waterproof swimming pools WITHOUT REMOVING any existing tiles or membranes.
- FRP (3 layer) waterproofing comes in variety of colours that you can choose from.
- If client so chooses, we can install tiles on top of FRP coated surface.
We can structure waterproof features underneath swimming pools (i.e. basement carparks, basement rooms) by means of structure pressure grouting method, which can last minimum of 10 years (Non-PU grout).
Water Leaking at Rooftop Swimming Pool cum Jacuzzi

Rectified by FRP Waterproofing Coat

21 Koon Seng Road
Private Swimming Pool
FRP Waterproofing Repair Work
43 Jalan Kelawar
Private Swimming Pool Walls
with FRP Coating (1.20m from Top)
Water Leaking Swimming Pool Trench

Rectified by FRP Waterproofing Coat

121 Meyer Road
The Makena Condominium
Swimming Pool Trench Water Proofing
Leaking tile surface finished swimming pool rectified by FRP waterproofing.

Leaking membrane waterproofed Koi pond rectified by FRP waterproofing.
MBS (Marina Bay Sands) Hotel Lobby
Feature Pools with FRP Coating
SUMMARY

Save time and money with FRP waterproofing for repairing leaks in swimming pools.

FRP waterproofing is more durable than membrane waterproofing & has strong inherent resistance to chemicals.

Both the FRP resin and protection coat come in various colors so there’s no need to reinstate tiles.

FRP waterproofing can last 10 years or more.
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